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(CG) (FBI) 8:21 AM i know you're not point on this anymore, but
typhoon got a call from the VP at Fox News yesterday, who advised that the
government was conducting "checks" on him a few months back. i haven't listened
to the exact audio, but i'm guess that's the FARA checks that we did with DOJ on
our 4 main guys; especially given the article that you pushed yesterday.
travel to
, for both himself and CROSSFIRE
TYPHOON. The two plan to travel out on the morning of
and
return to
on the evening of
. FBI
has identified
them to be booked on
respectively.
reserved one hotel room for their travel, which
has identified as the
sorry.? was out and just got your email and IM.?
will send Huma
draft now and I will check the low side and get back to you.
Hey, you up for lunch? Saw tomorrow's out and Thurs will be dicey. Also, want to
talk to you about what to do with Pence statement re. RAZOR...
Sigh. I don't know if that is a good thing.
No one having anything?
Hi ‐ sorry I missed you yesterday. About to email you questions for Andy to think
about in advance of his call with Flynn. I'm sure he's thought of them already, but
just in case
Any feedback on timing for DD‐Flynn call? I'd appreciate it, as
is sitting on my
sofa on short standby and loving his opportunity for an impromptu DAD shadow
program...
hahha. No timing yet. I'm still trying to connect with Flynn's office to set up the
call. I left a message for Flynn's EA to call me.
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I'll let you know as soon as I know.
Pete‐when you get sec need to get your opinion on how to navigate queries on
Flynn. No rush.
.
I still have your Flynn
Hey per DD, good to go to interview TYPHOON. Let's get it done tomorrow. Bottom
line, need to get to the point in the interview where he's discussing allegations the
Russians offered assistance to the Trump camp. If they can get him there without
direct question, great. But if he doesn't go there, that question needs to be directly
asked.
Let's talk this morning about TYPHOON.? I thought about this last night and, given
the fact that the focus is on the Russian angle, I think we should shift it to
team for now as that aspect plays out.? Particularly if we're looking at the DRAGON
ties.? If it washes and the interest in only
then it would go back.? Keeping it
apart though is causing a hole for the team now.
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Let's talk. I think our anticipation is he has visibility into a conversation about the
Russian offer of help (and I'd be willing to bet if he talks, he fingers Page or
Manafort), and the great majority of what we're seeing him doing is with regard to
Israel ‐ his meetings, his alleged clandestine activity, working towards the FISA,
everything else. Plus, we decided on it a few weeks ago ‐ though I'm not sure why
that message never got to
inasmuch as my guys had some frustration that he
continues to reach out to
‐ and I don't want to switch up on the literal day of
the interview. Maybe see what he has to say and consider then? As far as a hole, I
told
and
yesterday, I expected them to be sharing everything about him
with
Concur with most but let's talk
BOONE, JENNIFER C. (CD) (FBI) 8:03 AM Let's talk this morning about TYPHOON. I
thought about this last night and, given the fact that the focus is on the Russian
angle, I think we should shift it to
team for now as that aspect plays out.
Particularly if we're looking at the DRAGON ties. If it washes and the interest in
only
then it would go back. Keeping it apart though is causing a hole for the
team now. STRZOK, PETER P. (CD) (FBI) 8:30 AM Let's talk. I think our anticipation
is he has visibility into a conversation about the Russian offer of help (and I'd be
willing to bet if he talks, he fingers Page or Manafort), and the great majority of
what we're seeing him doing is with regard to Israel ‐ his meetings, his alleged
clandestine activity, working towards the FISA, everything else. Plus, we decided
on it a few weeks ago ‐ though I'm not sure why that message never got to
inasmuch as my guys had some frustration that he continues to reach out to
‐
and I don't want to switch up on the literal day of the interview. Maybe see what
he has to say and consider then? As far as a hole, I told
and
yesterday, I
expected them to be sharing everything about him with
BOONE, JENNIFER C.
(CD) (FBI) 9:30 AM Concur with most but let's talk
Yeah. She came by. Talked about all his connections with Page
. I said
let's see his demeanor today. If he's willing to work with us against either of them,
I'll reconsider. I would be more sympathetic if there weren't 25 highre priority
unaddressed things we're not doing. Is there a case
opened? What are we
doing about
There's a lot of focus on I Want to Do What You're Doing and
not so much on I want to do what no ones doing right now
There is a case on
. No clue what is happening with it.
not appear to have been advanced at all.
FYSA,
is talking to TYPHOON.
His mom wasn't going to let him go to the FBI office to talk, but he went anyway. :‐
)
Also, the text data was provided to
this morning.
Ha, that's funny re Typhoon. That's what you get for not listening to mom...;)
FYI, just clarified/verified with FBI
that Joseph Mifsud stated to TYPHOON it was
the "Russians" who had the e‐mails.
(CD) (FBI) 6:00 PM FYI, just clarified/verified with FBI
that Joseph Mifsud stated to TYPHOON it was the "Russians" who had the e‐mails.
called over to WFO to be sure the
were being
passed.? He was told
had gotten them.
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Specific allegation was that Manafort was recruited and paid by RIS to infiltrate the
Trump campaign.
Except for that last part,
Ok after looking, getting a number (even an approximate one) will be tough
because (1) there's multiple people (Oscar and Marina, namely), (2) a lot of
datasets (HA Open Net, Datto Backups, etc), and (3) often a back and forth
discussion after the initial Forward for a print, and (4) sometimes HRC isnt on the
chain but its obvious she is the recipient. However, in just HA's open net (so this
wouldn't even include
there are hundreds of emails back
and forth with Oscar that contain the word "print."
Huma also made the following statements: "ABEDIN was shown an email dated
June 23, 2011 with subject “Marina print.” After reviewing the email, ABEDIN
stated she did not recall the specific email but would often forward emails to her
email account so Marina could print the forwarded email for Secretary Clinton to
view in hardcopy at her residence in Whitehaven." (Interview 2)
and "ABEDIN provided that the team would also occasionally email things
to SANTOS or FLORES to print for CLINTON. " (Interview 1)
Read it again, and I assume you may not want to get too in the weeds, but my only
thought is the statement could be tweaked to clarify attribution (i.e., Backups of
HA's emails and forwards to AW's email). I think these group of 50 emails fall into a
mix of coming from AW backups and emails just residing on the computer in his
outlook (but we could have to check with OTD)
So the names of the backups we assessed (based on texts with HRC/emails with no
AW) are as follows: BB Bold 9700 2/3/13, BB Bold 2/10/13, BB Curve 9360 2/6/13
oh, one more thing, it appears that the new
person on 7 is looking for the
compartmented version of the ICA on Russia Meddling...not sure what that is, but
was told you had a copy.
"Trump warn Comey and says he may cancel press briefings
Also he tweeted Comey better hope there arent recordings of our conversations
did not search the Clinton case (or anything else of note). He did search
for the article that he provided information for, but that was all that ESOC found.
Nice. Source saying D not worried about tapes, that he didn't ask for the meeting,
and that he didn't ask to keep his job
Spicy's back and about to get the podium back from McMaster for questions if
youre around....
Hey serious question: does Trump's tweet to Comey break any law? Witness
tampering?
No ‐ there might have been some confusion by Laycock.
, it isn't a good call to brief me on specifics of case
discussion. But I told him I did want to meet about the
investigations
Sounds like a large disconnect, I am told he did not want to meet on
.
Will make it right.
wait until next week to allow PC squad to get
everything in order. I will meet with PC Section today. Copy re: Page, think that
was more for squad to get legal questions out of the way.
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Hey I'm here with INSD, trying to get a comprehensive list of all the compartments
that OIG would need to read my (Russia related) notebook material. At a minimum
the complete ICA list
, but I know there are others. Do you
have a complete list?
And if they want ALL of my notebook content, that's going to be a nightmare
Those two for sure.
Sorry‐‐you need the full ICA list‐‐I think Bill has that.
I will get it and send it to INSD
It will be
I think
I think that's right. They've now asked for every compartment which might be in
my the TOTALITY notes
, which I'm not even sure I can do
at this point.
I'll talk to INSD‐‐they'll need to get someone in the DI to pull your clearances. Not
on you‐‐I also have the ICA list‐‐I'll get that to them as well.
DOJ too for
I've explained the issue and will give them my best and likely impossible to be
completely complete

